Enhanced electrical conductivity of collagen films through long-range aligned iron oxide nanoparticles.
The development of biocompatible collagen substrates able to conduct electric current along specific pathways represent an appealing issue in tissue engineering, since it is well known that electrical stimuli significantly affects important cell behaviour, such as proliferation, differentiation, directional migration, and, therefore, tissue regeneration. In this work, a cheap and easy approach was proposed to produce collagen-based films exhibiting enhanced electrical conductivity, through the simple manipulation of a weak external magnetic trigger. Paramagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (NPs) capped by a biocompatible polyethylene-glycol coating were synthetized by a co-precipitation and solvothermic method and sprayed onto a collagen suspension. The system was then subjected to a static external magnetic field in order to conveniently tune NPs organization. Under the action of the external stimulus, NPs were induced to orient along the magnetic field lines, forming long-range aligned micropatterns within the collagen matrix. Drying of the substrate following water evaporation permanently blocked the magnetic architecture produced, thereby preserving NPs organization even after magnetic field removal. Electrical conductivity measurements clearly showed that the presence of such a magnetic framework endowed collagen with marked conductive properties in specific directions. The biocompatibility of the paramagnetic collagen films was also demonstrated by MTT cell cytotoxicity test.